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Bruni, translations & Cicero Novus 

 Florence, 1433–8 
 
I   Parchment (skin-skin, hair-hair), 318 ×212mm. Fol: v (paper) + 177 + iv (paper). Pencil foliation: 
1–177. On some pages, signs of an earlier pen foliation, numbered accurately before the loss of leaves. 
II i–iii10 iv10 wants 5 & 6 (after fol.34), v–x10 {after fol.98, a full quire missing} xi–xvii10 xviii10 
wants 10 (after fol.177). Quire signatures, no catchwords. 
III  218 × 129mm. 29 long lines, dry ruled. Signs of pricking at the bottom of leaves (eg. fol.37). 
IV  Written in lettera antica by one scribe, identified as Ser Giovanni di Piero da Stia [A.C.de la 
Mare, “New research”, p.500, DHL]. Da Stia’s hand in this manuscript has some different characteristics 
from how it appears in, eg., BL, MS. Harl. 2657 and Oxford: Lincoln, MS.21; most notably, in the latter 
manuscripts the ampersand has an upper compartment which is rarely closed while in this manuscript it is 
regularly closed.  
V  At the opening of each preface and translation, there was a Florentine vine-stem initial of gold on 
green and blue. These have been etched out for their gold. 
VI  There are more than ten hands writing marginalia in this ms.; they range in date from the fifteenth 
to the late sixteenth century. Most notable is the presence of the hand of Tito Livio Frulovisi who adds a 
contents list [fol.177v] and running headers [fol.37v–38, 65v–66, 87v–88, 92v–93, 109v–110, 147v–148, 
160v–61] as well as correcting the text [eg., 20, 57, 77v, 93, 159v–60]. The rest of the marginalia is 
concentrated in the first and last two articles, with interest also shown in Bruni’s references to Cicero’s 
writings. De la Mare identified the hand of Beccaria at fol.176v - this occurs nowhere else in the manuscript. 
It has also tentatively been suggested that Humfrey’s hand might be detectable in the margins [DHL]. There 
are three sets of marginalia in a gothic script similar to the Duke’s. However, the first set (at fol.5v, 6, 6v, 7) 
shows a fondness for slanted serifs on the descenders of p  and q which is not seen in Humfrey’s writing. 
The third set (fol. 169, 170, 170v, 171, 172, 172v) annotates the Hiero, noting the misery of a tyrant’s life; it 
is more untidy and probably later than Humfrey’s script. This leaves a single note (fol.102: nota de notariis) 
commenting on Cato’s teaching scribes shorthand. The palaeography here is similar both to Humfrey’s ex 
libris and to the note at fol.47v of BAV, MS.Urb.lat. 694. Perhaps in this single case we have Humfrey’s 
autograph but the evidence is by no means conclusive. 
VII  Half-leather binding, 1970. Remains of Harleian binding pasted upon inside front cover. 
2o fo.:  ~ctis eorum... 
 
 * * * 
 
[1]  fol.1–37:  Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Marci Antonii (Bruni, with preface) 
{incomplete} 

tit. pref.: [fol.1]LEONARDI ARETINI PREFATIO AD CO/LUCIUM 
SALUTATUM IN VITA MARCI / ANTONII INCIPIT FELICITER 
pref.: [M]ARCI antonii vitam multiplici ac varia...[fol.2v]nunc ipsum antonium 
videamus 
tit.: INCIPIT VITA MARCI ANTONII LEONAR/DUS ARRETINUS 
TRADUXIT 
vita: [fol.2v]MARCO antonio avus fuit antonius...[fol.37]per gradus successor. 
FINIT 

Full text printed in the editio princeps of Plutarch’s latinised Parallel lives (Rome: Udalricus Gallus, 1470?) 
[Hain 13125] fol.498–516; preface alone edited in Baron, Bruni, pp.102–4. 
 
[2]  fol.37–56v:  Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Pyrrhi regis (Bruni) 
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tit.: PYRRI REGIS EPIROTARUM VITAM LEONAR/DUS ARRRETINUS 
CONVERTIT 
vita: [fol.37][N]HESPROTIS & molossis post diluvium...[56v]atque exercitus 
universi potitus 

Printed in the ed. pr., fol.259–268. 
 
[3]  fol.56v–73:  Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Pauli Emilii (Bruni) 

tit.: PAULI EMILII VITAM LEONARDUS ARRE/TINUS INTERPRETATUS 
EST EX PLUTARCHO 
vita: [fol.56v][E]MILIORUM familiam in urbe roma patritiam...[73]vitaque pauli 
emilij fuisse dicuntur. FINIT 

Printed in the ed. pr., fol.205–212v. 
 
[4]  fol.73–89v:  Plutarchus Latinus, Vitae Gracchorum (Bruni) 

tit.: TYBERII ET CAI GRACCHORUM VITA EX PLUTAR/CHO IN 
LATINUM CONVERSA PER LEONAR/DUM ARETINUM 
vita: [fol.73]DE AGIDE & cleomene quae dicenda fuerunt...[89v]adversus non 
aufert. FINIT 

Printed in the ed. pr., fol.229–236v. 
 
[5]  fol.89v–98v: Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Quinti Sertorii (Bruni, with preface) 
{incomplete} 

tit. pref.: LEONARDI ARRETINI PROLOGUS / IN VITAM SERTORII AD 
ANTONIUM / LUSCHUM 
pref.: [fol.89v] [C]REDO non numquam tibi evenisse...[90v]nostri temporis 
obiurgare posses. Vale. 
tit.: Q. SERTORII VITAM EX PLUTARCHO LEONAR/DUS ARRETINUS 
TRADUXIT 
vita: [fol.90v][N]ON est fortasse mirandum...[fol.98v]sertorius ipse invictus esset|| 

Full text printed in the ed. pr. at fol.287–293v; preface alone edited in Baron, Bruni, pp.123–5. 
Parts of this preface also exist in fragments in da Stia’s hand as flyleaves in Bury St.Edmunds, printed book 
135; see discussion below. 
 
[6]  fol.99–123v: Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Catonis Uticensis (Bruni) 
{incomplete} 

vita: [fol.99]||inutilem negligentemque accusavit...[123v]& ipse mortuus est. FINIS 
Full text printed in ed. pr., fol.422–436v (where it is erroneously attributed to Lapo). 
 
[7]  fol.124–134v: Plutarchus Latinus, Vita Demosthenis (Bruni) 

tit.: DEMOSTHENIS VITAM EX PLUTARCHO LEO/NARDUS ARRETINUS 
TRADUXIT  
vita: [fol.124][D]EMOSTHENIS pater demosthenes ut theopompus...[134v] 
predicenti demostheni credere noluerat. 

Printed in the ed. pr., fol.463–468. 
 
[8]  fol.134v–157:  Leonardo Bruni, Cicero novus 

tit. pref.: LEONARDI ARRETINI PREFATIO IN CICE/RONE NOVO 
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pref.: [fol.134v][O]tioso mihi nuper ac lectitare...[135]de hoc ipso scribentibus 
superari. 
tit.: LEONARDI ARRETINI CICERO NOVUS INCIPIT FELICITER 
vita: [135][T]ULLIORUM familiam que & ciceronis...[157]tandem 
ignominioseque perierunt. FINIS. 

Printed, as a translation of Plutarch, in the ed. pr., fol.468–479v; also printed in A.Mai, ed. M.T.Ciceronis 
sex orationum partes (Milan: sn, 1817) pp.255–301. 
 
[9]  fol.157–166:  S. Basilius Magnus Latinus, De Liberalibus Studiis 
(Bruni, with preface) 

tit. pref.: LEONARDI ARRETINI PREFATIO AD COLUCI/[U]M 
SALUTATUM IN LIBRUM MAGNI BASILII 
pref.: [fol.157][E]go tibi hunc librum coluci...[157v]queso quanta gravitas sit. 
tit.: MAGNI BASILII AD IUVENES RELIGIOSOS QUIBUS STUDIIS OPERA 
DANDA SIT 
tract: [fol.157v][M]ulta sunt filii quae hortantur...[166]nunc recta consilia 
aspernantes. 

Edited in S.Basil, Discorsi ai giovani, ed.M.Naldini (Florence: Nardini, 1984) pp.229–248. 
 
[10]  fol.166–177:  Xenophon Latinus, Hiero (Bruni, with preface) 

tit. pref.: LEONARDI ARRETINI PREFATIO IN LIBRUM / XENOPHONTIS 
pref.: [fol.166][X]enophontis philosophi quendam libellum...[167]ausi sumus 
attingere. 
tit.: XENOPHONTIS PHILOSOPHI LIBER QUI / DICITUR TYRANNUS 
INCIPIT 
dial.: [167][C]um ad hyeronem tyrannum Simonides...[177]nemo tibi invidebit. 
FINIT 

Printed in Xenophon, ed.P.Beroaldus (Bologna: Benedictus Hectoris, 1502) fol.Rvi–Sv; pref. alone in 
Baron, Bruni, pp.100–1. 
 
fol.177:   contents list 
Written not by the scribe but by Frulovisi, with folio numbers added by yet another medieval hand. 
 
 
 
 * * * 
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Prof. de la Mare identified this manuscript as Humfrey’s. His ex libris occurs at fol.177; 

it is erased so that only the outline can be made out with certainty but under UV there 

seems to be visible in the second line the name leonard. aretin.. This suggestion 

corroborates de la Mare’s hypothesis that this volume may have been commissioned and 

sent by the author, Bruni, in response to his communication with Humfrey in the early 
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1430s [DHL; Sammut, pp.146–8]. However, if da Stia was compiling this volume at 

Bruni’s request, he was clearly not working under Bruni’s supervision or from a single 

copy of the texts: at one point, he adds a marginal note referring to a variant reading of 

Bruni’s translation [fol.14: in alio textu...]. 

Interestingly, this volume contains only Bruni’s translations - with the partial exception 

of the Cicero novus. The latter’s inclusion here perhaps throws light on the modern 

debate about this work’s originality; Bruni or da Stia felt it sat easily in the midst of 

straight renditions of Greek into Latin [Griffiths, Humanism pp.177–8]. Moreover, if 

Bruni was involved in the creation of this ms., its contents suggest the image he wanted 

to project of himself to his possible English patron – as mainly a translator. 

The presence of Frulovisi’s hand in this manuscript has not been noticed before; this sets 

a terminus post quem non for its arrival in England: the manuscript must have been in 

Humfrey’s library before Frulovisi left the Duke’s service, probably in 1438 [see c.iv 

p.122-3 above]. The marginalia make it clear that both Frulovisi and Beccaria perused all 

or part of the volume while it was in Humfrey’s library. This reflects the Italians’ interest 

in their compatriot’s writing and hints at the close-knit nature of the foreign humanist 

community around the Duke of Gloucester. 

 

The manuscript did not remain long in Humfrey’s own collection; it was included in the 

1444 gift to Oxford University [Sammut, p.80 {no.236}]. While in Oxford, certain parts 

of it were often copied, namely items [9] and [10] [see Cambridge: Corpus, MS.472; 

Bod., MS.Auct. F.5.26]; on the other hand, though the marginalia in this manuscript 

suggest some interest in other texts here, there is remarkably little sign of copying of the 
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other items. This is part of a wider phenomenon: lack of evidence for late fifteenth 

century interest in Plutarch’s Vitae. This is discussed in Chapter VII above. 

Like many other manuscripts from the university library, this manuscript was in private 

hands in the sixteenth century. There is a bookseller’s note [fol.1: xijd]; it became the 

property of John Blaxton, registrar of Oxford University in 1534 and later canon of 

Exeter Cathedral; he writes his name at the top of fol.1 and his Greek motto at the bottom 

of the folio [on whom, see DHL]. It was later in the collection of Robert Burscough and 

was bought, with the rest of his books, by Harley on 17 May 1715 [date recorded at 

fol.1].   

The missing sections from the Vita Sertorii have been thought to survive in part as 

flyleaves in Bury St. Edmunds, printed book 135; however, those fragments actually 

duplicate parts of the prologue and life which actually appear in this codex [DHL, 

corrected by Prof. de la Mare, pers. comm.]. In other words, sections of this ms. remain 

unfortunately lost; on the other hand, the Bury fragments are evidence for the existence 

of another manuscript of Bruni works written by da Stia and circulating in England. It 

once again suggests the level of unnoticed activity occurring away from Humfrey’s 

court. 

 
 * * * 
 
Catalogue of the Manuscripts in the Harleian Collection (London, 1808) iii, p.25; Iter, 
iv, p.170; A.C.de la Mare, “Duke Humfrey’s English Palladius”, BodLR, xii (1985) p.48; 
ead., “New research on humanistic scribes in Florence” in A.Garzelli, ed., Miniatura 
Fiorentina del Rinascimento (Florence, 1985) i, pp.499–500, providing a full list of mss. 
written by Giovanni da Stia; DHL, no.37; “Virtue & Weiss”, p.193.  
On Harley’s acquistion of the manuscript, see C.E.Wright, ed., The Diary of Humfrey 
Wanley (London, 1966) i, p.11; id., Fontes Harleiani (London, 1972) sn. For other 
manuscripts owned by John Blaxton, see A.G.Watson, Catalogue of Dated and Datable 
Manuscripts in the British Library (London, 1979) no.623 & id., Catalogue of Dated and 
Datable Manuscripts in Oxford Libraries (Oxford, 1984) no.461. 
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On the Bury fragments, see M.R.James’ schoolboy notes in The Academy, 26 July 1879 
p.68. 
E.B.Fryde, “The beginnings of Italian humanist historiography”, EHR, xcv (1980) p.536 
refers inaccurately to a letter at fol.60–61v of this manuscript. 
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